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Zurich, Switzerland – SIX Telekurs Ltd, a leading financial information
provider is pleased to announce a partnership with ProFinance Services SA,
a financial advisory firm providing financial research and investment
solutions, that will bring together their experience in data collection and
investment solution tools. Banks and non-banks will be offered innovative
solutions for the analysis and selection of financial assets.
Built upon SIX Telekurs data, ProFinance Bond Solutions® provides investment
professionals with a consolidated view of the fixed income market to improve
operational efficiency, to better manage risks and to select bonds.
Dr Claude Morgenegg, senior partner at ProFinance Services, explains: "This
agreement is important to us. It is a great opportunity to turn data into solutions.
The depth of information and large coverage of SIX Telekurs’ data provides a solid
foundation with which to construct our investment solution tools. Bond Solutions®
organizes pertinent and useful intelligence into a single unified format. Thanks to
the quality of SIX Telekurs’ data, professionals can trust ProFinance Bond
Solutions® to analyze, screen and support their bond trading decisions”.
Markus Benz, Head of Partner Business at SIX Telekurs, says: "We are pleased
that Profinance Services SA is using our SIX Telekurs bond data to create a bond
investment decision service. The combination of our bond universe and their
specialized knowledge of the bond market creates true value for investment
professionals”.
ProFinance Bond Solutions® is a dynamic platform that gives users access to
credit market information and proprietary risk metrics to help measure risk
exposure and capitalize on investment opportunities. It is a powerful screening tool
that enables subscribers to apply a series of filters to identify bonds that meet their
own individual selection criteria.
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SIX Telekurs
As a leader in its field, SIX Telekurs specializes in procuring, processing and
distributing international financial information. Financial market specialists at
SIX Telekurs gather information from all the world’s major trading venues –
directly and in real-time. The SIX Telekurs database with its structured and
encoded securities administration data for nearly 7 million financial instruments
is unique in terms of its depth of information and data coverage. With offices in
23 countries, SIX Telekurs combines the advantages of global presence and
local know-how.
SIX Telekurs is a SIX Group company. On a global scale, SIX Group offers firstrate services in the areas of securities trading, clearing and settlement, as well
as financial market information and payment transactions.
Further information is available at: www.six-telekurs.com
ProFinance Services SA
Established in Geneva in 2003, ProFinance is a financial advisory firm providing
financial research and investment solutions to Swiss pension funds, asset managers
and small and medium size banks. Clients outsource to ProFinance the weekly,
monthly or quarterly preparation of economic bulletins that they use and distribute
under their own name and logo to their clients. Furthermore, ProFinance constructs
investment solution tools to assist in analysis and selection of financial assets such
as bonds, stocks and mutual funds.
Based upon a strong experience in portfolio management, ProFinance investment
solution tools are developed in-house and constructed with their own methodologies
to provide innovative solutions to solve the asset allocation problems of their clients.
Further information is available at: www.profinance-sa.com
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